
Traceability

This document is only used during training in Monitor G5. The work flow described may not be
exactly like the processes used in your company, so you’ll need to take notes that can be used
later in your company’s internal work flow descriptions. For detailed information on the
different terms and areas described during the training, you can read the online help function
for the procedures in question. To access the online help function, press on the toolbar or

press Shift + F1 in the procedure. You can also open the online help function for a certain
section or box, for example, by pressing F1 in the procedure.

Traceability is all about being able to trace a specific serial number or a batch in each step it is being
processed, as of when a part or a material arrived to you from a supplier. Traceability is also about
stating what is withdrawn from and what is added to stock so it afterwards is possible to trace from
customer order, via manufacturing order to purchase order. But it is also about being able to trace the
other way around; from purchase order via manufacturing order to customer order. You should be able
to make such tracking regardless of the level in the process. To make the traceability work, there are
also requirements regarding how to label/mark and document in all steps of the process.

The purpose of traceability is in the end to minimize the number of products which must be recalled if
a nonconformity should occur. This is done by having a secure and detailed traceability through all
levels of the processing.

There are two different levels of traceability in Monitor G5. This is traceability at batch level and
traceability at serial number level.

Terms Explanation

Serial number A serial number is unique for one (1) entity. For example a circuit board. If
there are 10 circuit boards there are 10 entities with unique serial numbers. An
entity (serial number) is unique in Monitor G5 in combination with its part
number. This way it is possible to handle when there are two suppliers who
have entered the same serial number but for different part numbers. Serial
numbers can be used for both purchased and manufactured parts.

The maximum number of character that can be used for serial number are 15,
and the highest possible number for a serial number is
9,223,372,036,854,775,807.

Batch number A batch number is unique for a batch/lot of same things. A batch number can
also be the same for multiple entities which have own serial numbers. For
example, if the 10 circuit boards are all manufactured at the same time, they
might be given a batch number by the supplier which is the same for all 10
circuit boards.
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Terms Explanation

Charge number A charge number is normally an identification you receive from the supplier for
the batch or the lot which was manufactured by the supplier. A charge number
can also be entered afterwards for a serial number or a batch number in the
Serial number/Batch procedure.

Activate traceability for parts

In the Part register you can activate traceability for parts by using the setting Traceability. There are
three different ways to apply traceability for parts, as described below.

Batch – This can be configured both for manufactured and purchased parts. When arrival
reporting to location you enter a batch number for the location to which the arrival should be
made. Once batch traceability has been activated you can also activate the setting Apply best-
before date. It will then become mandatory to select a best-before date when you create the
batch, for example at arrival reporting.

Serial number – This can be configured both for manufactured and purchased parts. For
manufactured parts the serial number is loaded from the number series when the
manufacturing order is created. For purchased parts the serial number is entered at the arrival
reporting. When arrival reporting to location you add a serial number for the location to where
the arrival is made. The arrival reporting is made per entity and location.

Serial number (only withdrawal) – This option can only be selected for purchased parts. It is
used for material which should be possible to trace and which is included in manufactured parts
with the option Serial number set as traceability. The serial number for the included material is
created when it is tied to the manufactured part's serial number during the actual reporting.
This means that the serial number is not registered to a location in the warehouse/stock, but
only in the serial number register.

If there is a part balance when you activate the traceability as Batch or Serial number you will
be shown a warning about there being a balance missing a serial number/batch number. This
should then be fixed by adding the serial number/batch number to existing locations and
balances in the Stock count procedure.
If the part balance is negative then it is not possible to activate traceability. It is also not
possible to activate traceability of the Serial number type for a part if the part is included as
material in an active manufacturing order.
Parts with traceability must be stock updated. This means that parts of the type Fictitious or
Service never are traceable.

Create new locations at arrival

With the system setting Create new location at arrival you determine if new locations should be
automatically created during arrival reporting, either for all parts regardless of traceability or only for
traceable parts.
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When this setting is activated you can use the system setting Name new locations at arrival to choose if
the new locations should have no name (empty by default, you can enter a name), eight asterisks
(********), or a consecutive number (in the form of *1001*, *1002* etc.).

Random stock location

The setting Random stock location in the Part register determines if the locations created for a part
should be a random stock location or not. This means that such a location will be removed from the
part if the balance would go down to zero (0) at a withdrawal.

Other stock reporting

The proceduresMove stock balance, Stock count, Stock count in list, and Direct stock reporting (called
Unplanned stock movements in the previous generation of Monitor G5) handle all materials with
traceability.

In the procedures Undo arrival reporting, Undo reporting, and Undo delivery reporting traceable parts
are handled. A serial number or a batch can for example be deleted if the arrival reporting creating the
serial number/batch is undone.

Report arrival/Receiving inspection

If Receiving inspection has been activated for the supplier, part, or order row, the following
actions should be performed in the Receiving inspection procedure and not in the Report arrival
procedure. If receiving inspection is activated for the order row, the entire Location box will be
deactivated. You activate the receiving inspection on the order row by checking the Inspection
checkbox.

Traceability at batch level

When arrival reporting a purchased part with traceability at Batch level, you can enter the batch
number on the location in the Location box for the marked order row.
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The suggested batch number for the location is by default "purchase order number - position number",
but other settings can be configured in the Number series procedure. However, you can always enter
any batch number.

If the setting Apply best-before date has been activated for the part, you will see the Best-before date
field on the location with a suggested date, or, depending on the setting on the part, it will be
mandatory to enter a date. You can also enter charge number and link files for certificates to the
location in connection with the arrival reporting. The same batch can be added to several locations and
multiple batches can also share the same location.

When arrival reporting a part with traceability on batch level, it is not mandatory to select a location
for which to enter a batch number. It is possible to create new locations when arrival reporting. These
will then automatically be named and get a suggested batch number. It is only when best-before date is
applied for a part that the date can be mandatory to enter. You enter best-before date per batch.

Traceability at serial number level

When arrival reporting a purchased part with traceability level Serial number, serial number and
quantity must be entered on the location. Click the Serial number button in the Location box for the

marked order row to access these fields.

By clicking the Serial number button you can add one or several intervals which is based on the
quantity you also enter. It is possible to enter a prefix for all serial numbers in the interval. You can also
enter charge number and link a file for certificate to each serial number interval in connection with the
arrival reporting. Serial numbers can also be imported from a text file containing serial numbers. This is
done with the Import serial numbers button .

When applying traceability at serial number level the default batch number is still there (as when using
traceability at batch level) and it can be changed. It is also possible to enter charge number for the
location and you can link files for certificates to these.

For purchased parts which are traceable at Serial number (only withdrawal) level, you do not enter any
serial numbers during the arrival reporting. They are at this stage handled in the same way as parts
with not traceability.
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Register manufacturing order

Traceability at serial number level

When a manufacturing order is created for parts with traceability level Serial number, then serial
number will always be added on the manufacturing order. If a manufacturing order is created manually
or via a manufacturing order suggestion (which is not linked to a customer order), this number will be
loaded from a number series for serial numbers. This is found in the Number series procedure. If the
manufacturing order is created from a customer order or from a customer order linked manufacturing
order suggestion, where serial numbers have already been generated, this means that these serial
numbers will be inherited from the customer order row to the manufacturing order.

Under the Serial number tab in the Number series procedure, you can select how you want a serial
number to be generated. In addition to a regular number series, it is also possible to activate other
prefixes or suffixes.

On the manufacturing order document you can show the serial numbers. This is determined per
document with the setting Show serial number in the procedure Document templates – Manufacturing
order.
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Material withdrawal for manufacturing order
Regarding material withdrawal for manufacturing order when traceability is used, then the automation
is a bit more strict. You manually have to configure which parts should have automatic withdrawal. This
is done in the Part register procedure. There you find different levels of what has to be fulfilled in order
for automatic withdrawal to be allowed, for example, the material should be cleared for the order.

Traceability at batch level

There are several procedures where you can report material withdrawal. These are Report material,
Report manufacturing order, Report pick list, and Report traceable material. Which procedure you use
is a matter of taste.

In the first three procedures the location window is loaded and you enter the quantity for the "correct"
location. One row per location and batch number is shown in that window. If the material is set to
apply best-before date (configured in the Part register), this date is shown for the batch in question.
Here you see the charge number from supplier, if any, which was entered during arrival reporting.

In the procedure Report traceable material, you first load the material's report number and then you
enter the batch number. The correct location is automatically selected based on the entered batch
number. It is possible to report more than one batch in the same reporting. The reported quantity for
the batch is suggested as the lowest of the remaining quantity and the balance of the batch.

The reporting may well be done using a bar code scanner.

Traceability at serial number level

For material with traceability level set to Serial number, one row is displayed per serial number when
you open the location window for the material.
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Report operations

Traceability at batch level

When you report an operation which has traceable material, the traceable material will in normal cases
not be deducted automatically from the balance of the location. However, this can be activated with
the Allow automatic withdrawal setting in the Part register. If the traceable material is not already
reported, a warning will be shown when parts of the planned quantity for the operation is reported.
The warning is a reminder that the traceable material should be reported as soon as possible.

An operation with traceable material linked cannot be reported as finished as long as the traceable
material has a remainder. An error message will then appear. The reason of the message is that the
traceable material needs to be reported. The traceable material which is consumed must be entered so
the material will have zero (0) as remaining quantity before you can report the operation as finished.
This has to be done to secure the traceability.

When the final operation is reported with a quantity entered, a transfer to stock is done. This is about
the same as when arrival reporting a purchase order. By default the manufacturing order number is
suggested as batch number. But you can enter any batch number you please.
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It is also not mandatory to open the location window during transfer to stock when the final operation
is being reported. As described previously it is possible to automatically create and name new locations
at arrivals.

Traceability at serial number level

When an operation is being reported for a manufactured part with traceability at Serial number level,
and there at the same time exist traceable material linked to the operation, a window is shown where
you link the manufactured serial number to traceable material, when you save the reporting. In that
window you enter which serial number of the manufactured part that has been manufactured and
which included serial numbers/batches have been consumed for that particular serial number. One
serial number per reported quantity is reported in the window. By linking serial number/batch of the
material to the manufactured serial number you achieve individual traceability. The system setting
Show dialog for serial number even though everything has already been linked determines if a dialog
box should be displayed. In this box you can link a serial number of a manufactured part to traceable
material. This applies in cases where there is a suggested serial number for the manufactured part and
all materials have suggested batch numbers/serial numbers. This will also apply if there only is one
remaining serial number for a manufactured part and there is only one material left to link.
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If the material is traceable at Serial number (only withdrawal) level then it is here you enter the serial
number for the material.

When needed, it is possible to rename serial numbers in the window by using the button , or you

can do it at a later stage in the Serial number/Batch procedure.

When the final operation is being reported and a transfer to stock takes place, then you enter the
manufactured serial number on the location.

Report delivery

Traceability at batch level

When you delivery customer orders with traceable parts there are two scenarios: picking from stock or
delivery from a customer order oriented manufacturing order.

When there is no link between customer order and manufacturing order you are free to choose any
location and thereby also to choose any batch you please. This is done by opening the location window
and there you enter a quantity for a location/batch.

If you delivery report a customer order – where a linked manufacturing order has produced the
traceable part – the location and batch are automatically chosen. This is because the same locations,
on which the manufactured parts have been placed in stock, are shown in a filter during delivery
reporting. Then it is not possible to select any other locations.
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However, you always enter the quantity on the row with location/batch number and the delivery
reporting takes place.

Traceability at serial number level

When a delivery of serial number is made, via the location window, the delivered serial number is
shown on the document Delivery note, delivered. This takes place if the setting Show serial number has
been activated for the document in the Document settings procedure.

Find information about serial numbers and batches

The Serial number/Batch procedure

All serial numbers and batches you created are saved in the Serial number/Batch procedure. Here you
can see balance and location for the selected serial number or batch, perform searches in already made
reporting items, etc.

For a serial number which has been transferred to stock, it is in this procedure easy to see which other
serial numbers were created in the same batch.
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Under the Traceability tab in the procedure there are two boxes in which you see what the selected
serial number or batch consists of and are included in, regardless if the batches are purchased or
batches that are manufactured and sold. In the box Consists of you can see how a serial number or a
batch is created by other batches and serial numbers. In the box Included in you can follow the use of
serial numbers or batches all the way to the delivery of the customer order. You navigate between
different serial numbers and batches by marking the serial number or batch. If you e.g. mark the batch
for a purchased material in the box Consists of, then you will see the Included in for that particular
batch. This makes it possible for you to, in a quick and easy way, search upwards and downwards in the
processing flow!

The Serial number list procedure

In the Serial number list procedure you can see and update information in the same way as in Serial
number/Batch, but here you see information for multiple serial numbers and batches at the time.

The Part register procedure

In the Locations box in the Part register, you also see information for the part regarding serial number
and batches by expanding the location row.

By using the button Go to procedure on the function menu, you can go to the Serial number/Batch

procedure with the selected serial number or batch number loaded when it is opened.

The Find using traceability procedure

In the Find using traceability you can search for multiple serial numbers and batches at a time. The
procedure has selection rows where you can search based on e.g. customer order number. The result is
shown in two boxes. There you can see what the selected serial numbers or batches consists of and are
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included in. This is information corresponding to what is shown under the Traceability tab in the Serial
number/Batch procedure.

Documents and files
Transport labels are marked with serial number or batch number depending on if you choose 1 as
quantity/package or if you print a transport label for a greater quantity. An indication of traceability is
shown on manufacturing order documents for material, operations, and finished part.

Product description including certificate

Certificates can be linked as external files to serial numbers and batch numbers, either in connection
with when you transfer these to stock or at any time in the Serial number/Batch procedure. When the
certificate is linked you should activate Automatic printout in the Files window.

When a part with serial number or batch number is delivery reported for a customer order, it is
possible to print a product description incl. certificate in addition to the transport labels and delivery
notes.

Depending on the part’s traceability level, a product description incl. certificate will be printed for each
serial number or batch number. That document is based on the document template Product description
inclusive certificate. This document is generated per serial number/batch number and position which is
delivery reported on the customer order. The document functions as a cover sheet for the certificates
that are automatically included on a separate page in the document. That is, all certificates which are
linked as PDF files (and for which automatic printout are activated on included/incorporated material
to delivered serial number/batch) will then be included together with the product description in the
same document.

The documents can be printed in connection with delivery reporting or afterwards in the Print delivery
documents procedure.

Example of product description for a serial number.
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In the Document templates procedure you can also create your own variants of the document
Product description including certificate.

Summary of differences
Here you find a summary of differences in the traceability functions in Monitor G5 in relation to the
previous generation of Monitor G5:

It is not a requirement to place each batch/serial number in a unique location (if the goods has
been physically labeled).

The information about serial number/batch is saved in a separate register, not on the location.

It is easier to search, both backwards and forwards in the processing flow.

It is easier to report traceability, with the option to make adjustments (undo).

The same batch or serial number can occur on different parts, but it has to be unique for each
part number.

You can enter another batch number for a manufactured part, even though the suggested
number is the manufacturing order number.

The suggested batch number at arrival reporting of purchase order is "purchase order number -
position number".

Clearance can be made per batch/serial number (this applies to clearance of both manufacturing
order and customer order).

Traceability is managed on entity level (serial number) throughout the processing flow (arrival,
manufacturing, delivery). For the part you select whether or not serial numbers should be
handled in stock. If serial numbers are not handled in stock, the serial number will instead be
created when it is linked to the manufactured serial number.

Documentation with printed certificates to the customer is managed.

Serial numbers can be generated on several occasions (Register manufacturing order).

You can rename serial numbers.
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